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ABSTRACT 

This research is concerned with the simplification 

of discrete event simulation models. Specifically, the 

necessary concepts and tools are investigated for the 

automatic generation of simplified versions of a discrete 

event model. 

The simplification process developed utilizes 

observations of model behavior. 

DEVS formalism developed in 

It is based on Zeigler's 

his book "Multifacetted 

l>1odelling and Discrete Event Simulation". Therefore, the 

simplified models that are generated adhere to all the 

canons of this formalism. 

The implementation is designed as an extension to 

DEVS-Scheme, a hierarchical modular discrete event 

modelling and simulation environment. It consists of two 

layers: the lower layer observes the model behavior and the 

higher layer generates the code from the observation data 

obtained at the lower layer. The resulting system allows 

one to generate simplified models at any level of the model 

structure hierarchy. 

A local area network model base is developed and 

used to demonstrate the validi ty and complexi ty reduction 

of the simplified models relative to the models from which 

they are extracted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND 

Modelling is an attempt to represent either real or 

imaginary entities, their interactions and temporal 

behaviors within a symbol space. For example, a string of 

characters may be interpreted as a queue of the real world 

with each character corresponding to a particular job, or 

the string "ho1d(x)" may be used to model a time period x 

spent on a certain activity by the entity being modelled. 

As modelling deals with a consistent mapping 

between a set of symbols and their interpretations in a 

real or imaginary world, computer simulation refers 

primarily to the relationships between machines and models. 

A machine operating in the model's symbol space as 

prescribed by the model also unknowingly mimics (or 

simulates) the behavior of the model's real counterpart. 

If the symbol space in which the model is expressed is 

different from the symbol space that the machine can 

operate in then an extra step of mapping between these two 

symbol spaces, called coding the model, is required. 

A thorough examination of these concepts related to 

modelling and simulation is given in (Zeigler 1984a, 

1984b). A part of that study which is essential for this 
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research is presented below. 

Basically, the approach taken to modelling and 

simulation consists of five elements. These elements are 

the real system, the experimental frame, the base model, 

the lumped model, and the computer as shown in Figure 1. 

The real system may be a natural one, such as a 

biological or ecological system, an artificial one, such as 

a computer operating system, or a mixed one involving both 

natural and artificial elements such as transportation, 

urban or world systems. The important characteristic is 

the identification of a segment of reality and 

distinguishing of it from the rest, permitting measurements 

and other observations to be made on it. Zeigler, in his 

framework, distinguishes between controllable and 

uncontrollable parts of a real system. In his conception, 

the controllable part refers to all aspects of the system 

which we are in power to modify, alter, transform, augment, 

replace, etc. The uncontrollable part refers to whatever 

is left, namely the aspects which we are not in power to 

control. Naturally, he concludes, the intervention must be 

limited to the controllable part of the system. 

A real system can be visualized by using some 

descriptive variables measuring qualitative and 

quantitative features of the system under study. These 

variables constitute the state of the system at any moment 
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and may be observable or nonobservable depending on whether 

they can be seen from outside the system or not. Input and 

output var iables are, for example, observable var iables. 

The input variables influence the system and are not under 

direct control of the system. Input variables are 

considered to be causes whereas output variables are 

effects. Finally, the set of all possible experimentally 

obtainable input-output segment pairs (see appendix 1 for 

the defini tion of a segment) is called the input-output 

behavior of the system. 

The experimental frame characterizes a limited set 

of circumstances under which the real system is to be 

observed and experimented with. Later in this chapter we 

will revisit the concept of the exper imental frame. The 

important thing to remember is that the validity of a model 

is relative to an experimental frame and the criterion by 

which agreement of input-output pairs is gauged (Zeigler 

1984b) • In other words, a model may be valid wi thin one 

experimental frame and invalid in another experimental 

frame. 

A base model is a hypothetical model of the real 

system and provides a complete explanation of the system 

behavior. It is valid for all the conceivable 

experimentations allowable on the model. The base model is 

usually not known fully. If it is known, it is likely that 
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it will require a tremendous amount of space and processing 

power which might make it impractical to work wi th. 

Nevertheless, it is a useful concept that we will refer to 

throughout this work. 

A Lumped model is a simplification of the base 

model. It is a trade off between the level of questions 

which can be asked about the model behavior and the space 

and time requirements of the simulation. A lumped model is 

only valid in a certain exper imental frame (see Zeigler, 

1984b pp. 84-86 for a formal definition of validity). The 

goal of this thesis is to develop the necessary concepts 

and tools to automatically generate lumped versions of a 

discrete event model on the basis of observations of the 

model behavior. 

Finally, the last of five elements is the computer 

whose role has already been discussed to some extent. The 

concern here is that the computer must be capable of doing 

the simulation in a reasonable time period and must be able 

to store knowledge about the system and its simulated 

behavior. 

This section presented an informal discussion of 

the five elements representing 

conceptual aspects of modelling 

distinctly different 

and simulation. As 

informal discussions may be ambiguous and misleading, a 

formalism will be presented which. fully explains how 
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discrete event models behave and what the distinctions are 

between the abstractions and implementations in the field 

of simulation. 

Zeigler's Discrete Event System Specification Formalism 

A system is a coupling of interacting component 

systems. This recur si ve def ini tion expands into endless 

chains of decomposition processes. Therefore, a concept of 

system is needed to allow us to treat it as atomic when we 

wish to stop decomposing. 

Discrete EVent System Specification 

hierarchical modular specification of 

(DEVS) allows 

systems. A 

hierarchical construction, implicit in the definition of a 

system, is a finite recursion of decomposing modules into 

lower level modules and of providing coupling 

specifications between these modules, i.e., between peers 

or upper and lower level immediate relatives. A module 

represents a system component and is a self-contained 

autonomous unit. 

DEVS is usually stated and formally expressed at 

the highest two levels of the multilevel approach to system 

specification (Zeigler, 1984b). Br iefly, this mul tilevel 

approach to system specification consists of six levels 

(Figure 2). Level zero, called observation frame, can only 

specify a time base, inputs and outputs of the system. 

This is the most primitive level of multilevel system 
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specification. Above that is i/o relation observation 

which, in addition to level zero, provides a relation 

between segments of inputs and segments of outputs. Level 

two, i/o function observation, goes one step further and 

captures the concept of initial state. This provides an 

i/o function between the segments of input and segments of 

output for each initial state. I/o system, level three, in 

addition to the lower levels includes a transition 

function, an output function and a final state for each 

input segment when applied to the system at a certain 

initial state. Level four, structured system, is a form of 

level three in which the functions and characteristic sets 

are made more concrete by being represented as cross 

products of more elementary sets. Finally, level five, 

coupling of systems is the highest level and simply is a 

network of structured systems or other coupled systems. It 

is possible to move down in the hierarchy of system 

specifications by using association mappings, though here 

we will only present DEVS at the highest two levels of the 

multilevel approach to system specification. 
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Atomic DEV8 

A discrete event system specification is a 

structure 

where 

M = <X, 8, ~, Y, ~, ta>l 

X is a set, the names of external event types 

8 is a set, the sequential state set 

re is a function, the transition specification 

Y is a set, the output value set 

~ is a function, the output function 

ta is a function, the time advance function 

with the following constraints: 

(a) ta is a mapping from 8 to the non-negative 

rea1s with infinity: ta: 8 -> R+O 

by M is 

parts: 

(b) The total state set of the system specified 

Q = { (s, e) I (s D 8)2, 0 <= e <= ta(s)} 

(c) The transition specification consists of two 

(1) Internal transition function 

re¢: 8 -> 8 

(2) The external transition function 

reext: Q x X -> 8 

INotation used is different from the original one 

2(Xi D X) is true if xi is a member of set X 



Cd) ~ is a mapping from Q to Y 

J,J.: Q -> Y 

19 

Interpretation of DEVS. A system receives inputs 

from outside world. X is the set of such possible inputs. 

S contains the set of states that is used to capture the 

information necessary to reflect the real system's 

behavior. It is purely a modelling concept and nothing in 

the real system needs directly correspond to it. The 

effect of the inputs on the behavior of the system is 

handled by the external transition function. The time 

advance function, ta, specifies the longest time the model 

can stay in a specific state. If no external event takes 

place while the model is resting at a state s the internal 

transition function is activated when e, elapsed time, 

becomes equal to ta C s) • This changes the state of the 

system and sets the elapsed time to zero. The system uses 

the output function to affect its environment. 

Multicomponent DEVS 

In multicomponent DEVS formalism, each component of 

the system is specified as a DEVS and a means of coupling 

the components is provided to secure that all interactions 

occur through the i/o interfaces. The coupling scheme is 

specified by telling how each component influences the 
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others when it is activated. 

A multicomponent DEVS in modular form (also called 

a OEVS coupled system or a OEVS network) is a structure 

ON = <0, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}' SELECT> 

where 

o is a set the component names 

for each i in 0, 

Mi is a component 

Ii is a set, the influencees of i 

and for each j in Ii' 

Zi,j is a function, the i-to-j output translation 

and 

SELECT is a function, the tie-breaking selector. 

The structure is subject to the constraints 

Mi = <Xi, Si' rei' Yi' ~i' tai> 

Ii is a subset of 0, i is not in Ii 

Z· .• S' -> X' J.,J' J. J 

SELECT: subsets of 0 -> 0 

such that for any nonempty subset E, SELECT(E) is in E 

An important property, the closure of the OEVS 

class under coupling guarantees that models constructed 

from discrete event components in a hierarchical fashion 

are themselves discrete event in form. Let MOEVN be the 

result of coupling OEVS components in the preceding. 



MDEVN = <X, S, re, Y, ~, ta> 

where 

x = xXi (crossproduct of all input sets) 

S = xQi(crossproduct of all total state sets) 

Let s = «sl' el),···,(si, ei),···) 

ta: S -> R+O 

is defined by 

ta(s) = minimum{8i i E> D} 

Let 

IMMINENT(s) = {i I 8i=ta(s)} 

Let 

. * ~ = SELECT(IMMINENT(s» 

Then 

re¢: S -> S 

is defined by 

in S, 

re¢(s) = s' = ( ••• ,(s'j, e'j), ••• ) 

where 

then 

(s'j, e'j) = (re¢,j(sj), 0) if j = i* •• 1) 

= (CEex,j(Sj, e' J + ta(s), * i , j ) , x 

for j E> Ii* and 

* * * x i,j = Z . . (s .) 
~,J ~ 

0) 

= (Sj' ej + ta(s» otherwise •• 3) 

21 

•• 2) 

We would like to point out that only those {i,j E> D} in 

lines 1 and 2 actually change their states, i.e., they 
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apply their relevant transition functions to their states. 

For {j E> o} in line 3, only the elapsed time components 

change and the values of the state variables remain 

unchanged. Although the components specified in line 3 do 

not change their states physically when viewed 

independently from the other components, they will look as 

if they have changed their states when they are viewed as 

part of the OEVN model that they belong to. This is called 

the virtual state change. 

this in Chapter 2. 

Also 

~ex: (0 x X) -> S 

is given by 

~ex(s, e, x) = S' 

with 

where 

x = ( ••• ,Xjv ••• ) 

We will further elaborate on 

Notice that the actual state changes occur only in 

components {j E> o} and Xj <> ¢. 

The Concept of Experimental Frame 

The concept of experimental frame is also 

formalized by Zeigler (Zeigler, 1984b). The exper imental 

frame should characterize the circumstances under which a 
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model or its real system counterpart are subjected to 

experimentation. These constraints on observation and 

control should be in accord wi th the objectives and 

questions that the modeller or experimenter has in mind. 

The variables to be chosen must be categorized into input, 

output and run control categories. Appendix 2 contains the 

formal the definition of experimental frame concept. 
. -

An interesting result of this concept is that the 

exper imental frame is totally expressable wi thin DEVS in 

terms of its components. Its components consist of a 

generator, an acceptor and a transducer. 

A generator is an active DEVS component which is 

input free. A generator is capable of generating outputs 

as a function of its active states (active states = { s I 
ta(s) < infinity}. The output of a generator is coupled to 

the input of the model to stimulate the model as desired. 

An acceptor is a passive DEVS, i.e. S = {s I ta(s) 

= infinity}, with its state set partitioned into two sets, 

the accepting and non-accepting states. In addition, the 

acceptor designates a state in which the system is always 

initialized. A sequence of inputs indexed by the time they 

arrive is accepted by such a system if it causes the 

acceptor to reach an accepting state at the end of its 

application. 
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A transducer is also a passive DEVS object with a 

designated initial state. Transducers may be employed to 

gather statistics about model trajectories. 

All three components of the experimental frame, 

generator, acceptor and transducer are illustrated in their 

DEVS forms in appendix 2. 

Simplification of Discrete Event Models 

Having presented the basic concepts of discrete 

event simulation we can expand our discussion to 

simplification of discrete event models, the fundamental 

concern of this dissertation. 

In the previous section we briefly mentioned the 

hierarchy of the levels of system specification. 

Corresponding to each of the var ious levels at which a 

system may be known, described, or specified, is a relation 

appropriate to a pair of systems specified at that level. 

Such a relation is called a preservation relation or 

morphism because it establishes a correspondence between 

systems whereby features of one system are preserved in the 

other. An example of a preservation relation is the 

homomorphism between discrete event systems. Two system 

specifications are said to have a homomorphic relation if 

they consistently represent the same reality on a different 

level of detail. 
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The informal definition of homomorphism implies a 

relation between two system specifications, one possibly 

being a simplif ied version of the other. Two system 

specifications might seem unrelated and may even use a 

different denotation (i.e. two manuals describing the same 

system, one being a fairly detailed technical manual and 

the other being a high level user manual), but if they are 

consistent then there must be correspondences between the 

two specifications. The formal definition of homomorphism 

between two DEVS models is: 

Let M = <XM' SM' YM' reM, ~M' taM> and 

M' = <X'M, S'M' Y'M' re'M' ~'M' ta'M> be 

legitimate (Zeigler, 1984b p. 84) DEVSs, where 

XM = X'M' YM = Y'M· 

A DEVS homomorphism from M to M' is a map h 

1. h: SM ---onto--> S'M 

and for each x E> XM' (s, e) E> OM 

2. h ( reM ( s, e, x» = re ' M ( h ( s ), e, x) 

3. ~'M(h(s), e) = ~M(s, e) 

4. h(reM,¢ (s» = re'M,¢(h(s» 

5. ta'M(h(s» = taM(s) 
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If M I is a homomorphic image of M then they are 

behaviorally equivalent (Zeigler 1984a, page 269). As an 

example for DEVS homomorphism consider the following: 

X = {¢, a, b, ••• } 

S = {s I s=(rl' (xl' ml), YI, r2, ~)} 

(x2, CE2) Y2 

(X n , CEn ) Ym 

where rl, r2 8 R+O 

xi(i=l. .n) 8 X 

<Ei D R+O 

~ 8 R+O 

Yi 8 Y and Y = X 

ta(s) = min{<El, CE2, .. , <En' ~} 

<E¢(s) = if ~ <= min{CEI' CE2 . . , <En} and m >= 

(rl, (xl' <El-ta(s», Y2, T(r2), 

(Xn' <En-ta(s» Ym 

if ~ <= min{CEI, CE2 •• , CEn} and m <= I then 

2 then 

g(r2» 

(rl, (xl' <El-ta(s», ¢3, r2, infinity) 

3¢ is used for NULL value 
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if a > min{ffil, ffi2 •• , ffin} then 

(rl, ?(xl' ffil-ta(s»4, Yl, rl, a-ta(s» 

.... 
?(xn' ffin-ta(s» Ym 

-?(xl' ffil-ta(s»5 

lEext(s, e, x) = ('P(rl), (xl' ffil-e) , Yl' a-e) 

. . . 
(xn' ffin-e) Ym 

(x, f(rl» 

where 'P, 9 and f: R+O -> R+O 

and let us specify three different output functions 

determined by three different experimental frames. The 

first output function may be used to calculate the thruput, 

the second output function may be used to calculate both 

the thruput and turnaround time and the last one may be 

used to calculate the utilization. 

1. ~l(S) = {I if b = 0 and ¢ otherwise} 

4The expression ?(x, e) is (x, e) if e>O and ¢ otherwise 

5The expression -?(x, e) is x if e=O and ~ otherwise 
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2. iJ.2(s) = {Yl if " = 0 and Yl· ·Ym is not NULL, 

flj otherwise} 

3. iJ.3(s) = { YES if YI • ·Ym is not NULL, 

NO otherwise} 

This specifies the base model for a system where 

jobs arrive, are queued, served and then sent out, e.g. a 

computer system. A homomorphic image of this based model 

which is therefore a simplified version of the base model, 

would be, 

function 

S' = {s' I s' = <rl' CEI' m, r2, ,,>} 

CE2 

CEn 

ta'(s') = min{CE'I, CE'2, .• , CE'n' ,,} 

ta ( h ( s» = ta' (s ' ) preservation of time advance 



then 

then 
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re'¢(s') = if ~'<= min{m'l, m'2 •• , m'n} and m >= 2 

(r'l, m'l-ta'(s'), m'-I, 'l"(r'2), g'(r'2» 

m' 2-ta ' (s ' ) 

m' n-ta ' (s ' ) 

i f ~ , <= mi n {(E' l, (E' 2 •• , m' n) and m <= 1 

(r'l' m'l-ta' (s'), 0, r'2, infinity) 

m' n-ta ' (s ' ) 

if ~' > min{m'l, (E'2 •• , m'n) then 

(r'l' !(m'l-ta'(s,»6, m' + IJ(m'i-ta'(S,»7, 

. . . . 
! (m'n-ta' (s'» 

r ' 2, ~'-ta' (s ' ) ) 

thus 

h ( re¢ ( s » = re ' ¢ ( h ( s» pre s e r vat ion 0 f 

internal transition function and 

6Expression lex) is x if x>O, ¢ otherwise 

7The expression IJ(Xi)is the number of x's that are 0 



re'ext(S', e, x) = (T(r'l)' ill'l-e, m', r'2, at-e) 

where f: R+O-> R+O, 

therefore 
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re'ext(h(s), e, x) = h(reext(s, e, x» 

preservation of external transition function. 

Output functions ~l and ~3 are also preserved, 

however, since the job identities are not stored in the 

lumped model the output function ~2 can not be computed by 

the lumped model. Therefore, there is a trade off between 

gains(speed, memory space) and losses(job identities in 

this case) in lumping the models. 

s = (rl' (xl' illl)' YI, 

.. 
(xn' illn ) Ym 

h(s) ~l and ~3 are 

preserved 
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This example illustrated the concept of DEVS homomorphism, 

the formal basis for DEVS model simplification. 

Simplification Procedures 

A simplification procedure operates upon a system 

specification to produce another specification that is 

intended to preserve some behavior of interest and to be 

simpler in some respect. Model simplification can be 

conceived as a form of model construction, differing from 

the latter in that one starts with an existing model rather 

than the data, and prior knowledge of a real system. 

In this section, we will present a few of the 

simplification procedures as outlined in (Zeigler 1984a, 

chapter two and Zeigler 1984b, chapter nine). These 

procedures do not necessarily produce valid models or even 

simpler models. The procedures are discussed in terms of 

operations to be performed on the structural description of 

a base model. That is, suppose we have available a base 

model specified by its components, descriptive variables, 

component interaction rules, and influence diagram. A 

lumped model is derived by modifying one or more parts of 

this description. 

Procedure 1: More Com onents, 
Descri tive Variables Rules. It may be 
~----~------------------~----------------------

possible to construct a valid lumped model in which 

relati vely few components, descr iptive var iables, and/or 
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interaction rules are represented. A corresponding base 

model would contain the entities of the lumped model and 

additional ones that were dropped in constructing the 

lumped model. The effect of these additional ones on model 

behavior are believed to be relatively insignificant within 

the experimental frame of interest. 

Dropping certain entities may require dropping or 

modification of additional entities. Thus, dropping a 

component means dropping all its descriptive variables as 

well. Dropping a descriptive variable will necessitate 

dropping or at least modifying interaction rules 

referencing that variable. As pointed out before, validity 

of the resulting model as a lumped version of the base 

model is not guaranteed by the simplification procedure 

itself. The lumped model must be proved to be acceptable 

experimentally or otherwise. If the lumped model behavior 

does not match that of the base model then the next step is 

to decide which base model entities might be added to the 

lumped model to increase its validity. 

Procedure 2. Replacing Deterministic Variables 
with Random Variables. This procedure is often a follow-up 

to the dropping of descr ipti ve var iables. In general, a 

probabilistic lumped model is derived by replacing some of 

the rules of interaction by probability mechanisms, thus 

converting the affected variables to random variables. 
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Dropping some var iables, for example, often will cause a 

non-unique choice for the values of the remaining 

variables. Rather than supply rules of interact jon that 

will again uniquely specify these values, one may convert 

the variables affected into random variables. 

Procedure 3. Coarsening the Ranges of Descr ipti ve 
Var iables. In this procedure the lumped model components 

and descriptive variables are the same as those of the base 

model, but the range set on some or all of the lumped 

variables is smaller than the range set on the some of the 

base var iables. Rounding off the reals, for example, to 

the closest integer is such a procedure that might reduce 

the time and space complexity of the model computations and 

yet the model may generate a satisfactorily close behavior 

to that of its base model. Since the coarsening the ranges 

of descriptive variables also reduces the expressive power 

of the model, oversimplification must be avoided. That is, 

given an experimental frame, it may be possible to 

construct a valid lumped model by coarsening the 

descriptive values up to a certain point but not beyond. 

Procedure 4: Grouping Components and Aggregating 
Variables. Consider a system specified as a coupling of 

systems which have been grouped into blocks. If the 

coupled model blocks are simplified and the simlified 

systems are coupled together, than the resultant is a 
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simplified version of the blocked system and hence of the 

original system. When grouping components into blocks, it 

is natural to associate the amount of the particular 

resource owned by a block as sum of the individual amounts 

owned. 

The Issues Involved in Simplification of Models 

Validation. Validation of a simplified model is 

not guaranteed by the simplification procedures themselves. 

Suppose the modeller has specified an experimental frame E 

applicable to a base model B. By applying one or more of 

the simplification techniques the modeller constructs a 

class of lumped models derived from the base model. More 

formally, the procedure involves mapping the states of the 

base model onto the states of the corresponding lumped 

model. If the mapping can be shown to be a homomorphism 

then the two models have the same behavior. Thus the 

notion of homomorphism provides a criterion by which the 

validity of the model simplification can be assessed. 

Goodness of Fit Criteria. The most naive approach 

to understanding if two model behaviors are the same is to 

try to match their I/O pairs in a strict yes-no fashion; 

that is either the components of I/O pairs of base model 

and lumped model are equal or they are not. Often, 

however, it is fairly easy to establish that a homomorphism 

holds approximately but not exactly between a base-lumped 
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model pair. The lumped model may nevertheless prOve to be 

a useful representative of the base model. 

Thus, in practice one must choose criteria for 

evaluating the goodness of fit between the base model and a 

lumped model. The judgement of the model validi ty then 

becomes linked to the criterion employed. We judge I/O 

pairs to be equal if they are sufficiently close according 

to the criterion chosen by the modeller. The criterian may 

be defined completely arbitrarily in accordance with the 

desired level of accuracy of the approximation to the 

actual model's behavior. 

Experimental Frames For Model Simplification. De

termining the validity of the lumped model with respect to 

the base model we require agreement of I/O behavior within 

an experimental frame of interest. A lumped model is a 

valid simplification of a base model in frame E if the two 

models are equivalent in E and the lumped model is simpler 

than the base model with respect to some measure of 

complexi ty. The complexi ty of a model is def ined by the 

time and storage requirements of its computer simulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AUTOMATIC SIMPLIFICATION OF DISCRETE EVENT MODELS 

We will now approach the problem of simplification 

within the context of DEVS. Two things play a major role 

in automated simplification: one is to reduce the 

complexity of the model in terms of space and time and the 

other is to ensure that the model and its simplified 

version behave closely given a goodness of fit criterion 

within an experimental frame of interest. This 

dissertation concentrates largely on the first and leaves 

the second to the modeller. In this chapter, we will first 

illustrate the approach we took to automate the 

simplification process. Next, the implementation and 

details of the environment in which this approach is 

implemented are described. 

The Approach 

A DEVS model is a state machine whose transitions 

are specified by the external events happening at its 

inputs, by its internal activities and by its states. Each 

state, in addition to some descriptive variables, contains 

a component phase and a time left component. 
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A phase bears a direct relationship to the real 

system being simulated. It is a simulated time period 

during which the system is involved with a certain 

activity. A phase, when entered each time, has a maximum 

time advance value intended to be spent in it. It also has 

an actual time spent in it (elapsed time e) when the 

transition to the next phase occurs (in case of an internal 

transition these two values would be equal). A server, for 

example, may be modelled by using phases busy and idle as 

in Figure 3. If such a model's behavior is observed 

throughout a simulation run, one would see many phase 

changes busy-to-busy, busy-to-idle and idle-to-busy as 

shown in Figure 4. 

Many systems can be modelled by using the idea of 

phase. For example, a modem may be modelled by phases 

transmitting and idle, an operating system may be modelled 

by phases user, kernel and idle, etc. 

Now consider a particular experiment with the 

server model of Figure 3. That is, symbols representing 

the jobs are sent to the input port in of the model with an 

arbitrary interarrival rate and each having a certain 

service time. Assume that only observable values generated 

by the model are phase, elapsed time and time left. As we 

observe the model behavior throughout this experimentation, 

since the queue length can not be observed, all we see is 



in SERVER 

• , 
External Event Handling: 

when receive x on port in 

if phase is busy 

put x into queue 

continue 

else 

out 

hold-in phase busy for service-time(x) 

end if 

Internal Event Handling: 

busy: send the job in the server to port out 

if queue is not empty 

else 

get next job (y) from the queue 

hold-in phase busy for service-time(y) 

hold-in phase idle for infinity 

end if 

idle: It should never get here 

Figure 3. Pseudo Code for a Server Model 
(Queueing Discipline is Unspecified) 
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transitions between phases of the mqdel, associated elapsed 

times and time left values. Furthermore, because of the 

unavailabality of the queue length, we can only associate 

these phase changes with probabilities. Figure 5 shows the 

phase changes and associated probability values. 

In fact, Figure 5 does not show the phase changes 

in detail. For example, there would be two types of 

transi tions from phase busy to itself; those caused by 

internal events and those caused by external events. Also 

important to realise is that, the states of this model take 

the form (phase, time left value) pairs by dropping the 

queue length component which actually uniquely and 

deterministically would specify the transitions between 

phases. Now suppose we develop a new model for the above 

server. This new model would look at the phase and elapsed 

time values to generate a next phase and a time left value 

associated to this next phase, probabilistically. Let us 

assign the transition probabilities for this new model 

from the observation data gathered for the server model of 

Figure 3. When we run the new model with these transition 

probabilities and under the same conditions that we ran the 

server model of Figure 3 we would get approximately the 

same behavior. We expect that the new model would run 

faster as it does not have to manipulate a queue. This is 

not to say that this new model is a valid simplification of 



jobs 
arriving 

no jobs 
to serve 

one job 
arrives 

Figure 4. Phase Transition Diagram for a Server Model 

Figure 5. Phase Transitions with Probabilities 

40 
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the server model of Figure 3 under every circumstances. 

Rather, it is only a certain experimental frame that this 

simplified model would be valid in. This result does not 

weaken the approach taken for simplification. In fact, 

this is a general restriction on any simplification 

procedure that can be used to generate a valid lumped model 

from a base model (Zeigler 1984a). 

Often, we use the simplified version of a model 

when it is part of a larger system and when it is not the 

focus of the simulation study. In this sense, all we need 

from a simplified model is a consistent I/O behavior with 

that of the more complicated version from which it is 

extracted. As pointed out in (Zeigler 1984a) this I/O 

behavior agreement does not have to be exact. Often times 

a close agreement between the I/O pairs would generate 

useful results. 

Summarizing the above discussion, the states of the 

actual model are lumped to (phase, time left value) pairs 

to extract a simplified version of that model. In the 

simplified model, transitions are done with certain 

probabilities calculated from the observations of the 

actual model behavior. This reduces the processor time 

needed to make the transitions. Simplified models I state 

transitions caused by external events map the triples 

(phase, e, input-port) to pairs (phase, time left value) 



with the probabilities calculated. 
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Although the usage of 

input ports is not obvious from the previous discussion, 

they are used to make next state decision when the 

transition is a result of an external stimulus. The state 

transi tions caused by internal events in the simplified 

models are similarly handled except that there is no input 

and e does not play any role in the internally caused state 

transitions. This introduction to the approach will be 

elaborated on later in this chapter. 

The simplified models' transition functions' forms 

are totally compatible with DEVS formalism. In fact, this 

whole work is an elaboration of DEVS in the context of 

simplification. Our approach actually gains its full 

meaning when considered as a part of the hierarchial 

modular DEVS approach to discrete event simulation. 

The Extended Approach to Simplification 

In the previous section we lumped the states of a 

DEVS model to pairs of the form (phase, time left value). 

In some cases, however, it might be desirable to keep some 

of the state var iables in simplified models along wi th 

phase and time left value. It is also essential to be able 

to coarsen the range of these variables kept by mapping 

their old range set to a smaller, but meaningful new range 

set in the simplified models. This gives the modeller the 

opportunity to randomize the effects of some state 
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variables and to keep the rest with their coarsened ranges. 

Underlying this approach is the premise that not all 

factors are equally important in determining a result. 

There may be relatively small number of factors whose 

contribution is most significant, and a large number with 

moderate to minor effects. Modellers often decide to 

neglect or randomi ze minor factors on the fact that 

retaining them would not significantly alter the model 

behavior. Therefore, the extended simplification approach 

taken in this thesis provides additional functionality for 

the model simplification process. In the extended 

environment a modeller has the power to randomize the 

effects of some state variables while coarsening or leaving 

unchanged the other state variables. 

To reduce the complexity of the resulting 

simplified model further, the modeller is also provided 

with the ability to reduce the size of the input value set. 

Therefore, some input variables may be dropped and the 

others may be mapped to a smaller range. As a result, the 

simplified model has to deal with a fewer number of 

possibilities when treating the external inputs. 

To deal with the possible new ranges of the state 

variables, the output function must be changed accordingly. 

Therefore, a facility to make this change as desired is 

also provided in the extended environment. 
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We illustrated our approach to automatic model 

simplification in the context of DEVS models. This 

approach has been implemented in DEVS-Scheme, a newly 

developed hierarchical modular discrete event simulation 

environment. It is essential, therefore, that we present 

the DEVS-Scheme implementation in some detail for the 

understanding of the implementation of the above approach 

to automatic simplification of DEVS models. 

DEVS-Scheme 

DEVS-Scheme is an environment for hierarchical 

modular discrete event model development (Zeigler, 1986 and 

1987). It is implemented in SCOOPS object oriented 

superset of PC-Scheme (Texas Instruments, 1985). The 

architecture of the DEVS-Scheme simulation system is 

derived from the abstract simulator concepts (Zeigler 

1984b) associated wi th the DEVS formalism. Appendix 3 

contains the pseudo code for different parts of the 

hierarchial simulation environment. 

The class hierarchy in DEVS-Scheme implementation 

is shown in Figure 6. All classes in DEVS-Scheme are 

subclasses of the universal class entities which provides 

tools for manipulating objects in these classes. The 

inheritance mechanism ensures that such general facilities 

need only be defined once and for all. Entities of a 

desired class may be created and destroyed. An enti ty 



ENTITIES -1st 

III 
ENTITY -mk-ent 

destroy 
show-class 
name->entity 
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MODEL -processor 
parent 
wind 
make-copy 

PROCESSOR 
-devs
component 
time-of
next-event 

ATOMIC-MODEL COUPLED-MODEL SIMULATOR CO
ORDINATOR 

-*-chi1d 
wait
list 

-int-transfn 
ext-transfn 
outputfn 
time-advancefn 

KERNEL-MODELS 
-out-in-coup 

-children 
receivers 
inf1uencees 
translate 

ROOT-CO-ORDINATOR 

DIGRAPH-MODEL 
-composition-tree 
influence-graph 

Figure 6. The Class Hierarchy in DEVS-Scheme 
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created is put into the list of members of the given class 

and removed from this list when destroyed. Every enti ty 

has a name assigned to it upon creation. Entities can be 

accessed with the help of their names. 

Models and processors, the main subclasses of 

entities, provide the basic constructs needed for modelling 

and simulation. Class models is further specialized into 

the major classes of atomic models and coupled models, 

which in turn are specialized into more specific cases. 

Class processors on the other hand, has three special 

types: simulators, co-ordinators, and root-co-ordinators, 

which serve to handle all the simulation needs. 

Simulation starts with the identification of atomic 

models needed to be simulated (simulation might start in a 

top-down manner as opposed to the bottom-up approach 

summarized here). An atomic model is a model that is 

believed to have no further components in it. In DEVS

Scheme environment, an atomic model can be specified 

similar to the DEVS formalism. Recall from chapter one 

that an atomic DEVS is a structure M = <X, S, Y, CEint' 

CEext, Il, ta>. 

In the DEVS-Scheme realization, the DEVS formalism 

is refined so that both the input and output sets -X, y

consist of pairs of the form (port, value). Thus an 

external input event of the form x = (p, v) represents 
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reception of a value v on input port p. In DEVS-Scheme the 

set theoretic components of the DEVS formalism take the 

following form: 

internal transition function: {define (int s) ••• ) 

external transition function: {define (ext sex) ••• ) 

output function : {define (out s) ••• ) 

time advance function : {define (ta s) ••• ) 

where the " " . . . represent function body definitions 

expressed in Scheme. Output function needs to return a 

pair y = (p, v), where p refers to an output port and v 

refers to the value being sent to port p. The message y is 

forwarded to its destination by the system. 

After the modeller specifies the above functions he 

must inform the system that a new atomic model with the 

specified functions needed to be created. The name of the 

atomic model is then put into the list of the class atomic 

models. A static structure s representing the state 

variables must also be associated with the newly created 

model to be operated on by the specified character izing 

functions of the atomic model created. 

The next step, in the development of a model 

hierarchially, would be to couple the atomic models to form 

larger and more complicated models out of simpler ones. 

This is done via coupling specifications, and the resulting 

models are called coupled models. In the DEVS formalism, a 
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coupled model is defined by specifying its component models 

(called its children) and the coupling relations which 

establish the desired communication links. 

A coupling scheme has three parts: 

(1). External input coupling specifies how the 

input ports of a composi te model are identified with the 

input ports of its components. 

(2). External output coupling specifies how the 

output ports of a composite model are identified with the 

output ports of its components. 

(3). Internal coupling specifies how the components 

inside a coupled model are interconnected by telling how 

the output ports of its components are connected to input 

ports of others. 

Figure 7 depicts creation of a coupled model by 

using these coupling specifications. Note that A and B 

might themselves be coupled models as well as atomic 

models. This process is called hierarchical modular 

discrete event model synthesis. 

There are special types of coupled models. For 

example kernel models, digraph models, etc., see (Zeigler 

1986 and 1987) for details of these special types. 

It is also worth noting here now the concept of 

port is implemented in DEVS-Scheme. Input and output ports 

of a model do not have to be predeclared. The name of the 



Composition Tree: 
AB 

A 
A B 

The Coupling Scheme: 
External Input: AB.in -> A.in 
External Output: B.out -> AB.out 
Internal: A.out -> B.in 

The Coupled Model: 
AB C1.U 

in[] out in B 
---- > ----

out 

---_ .. _--- ---- --

out 

Figure 7. Creation of A Coupled Model from the Coupling 
Specifications 

~ 
\0 
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port that the message is on is put into the message itself 

in a specific slot called port. The simulation process 

uses this information to route the messages according to 

the coupling specifications. Modellers are expected to 

write atomic models which examine the port slot in the 

external transition function and produce a proper message 

bearing a port slot in the output function. 

The simulators, co-ordinators, and root-co

ordinators special classes of processors carry out the 

simulation of DEVS models by implementing the abstract 

simulator principals (see appehdix 3) developed in (Zeigler 

1984b) • Simulators and co-ordinators are assigned to 

handle atomic models and coupled models in one-to-one 

manner, respectively. 

The model-processor pair ing is recorded in the 

var iables processor and devs-component of the model and 

processor, respectively. A root-co-ordinator manages the 

overall simulation and is linked to the co-ordinator of the 

outermost coupled model. Simulation is managed by messages 

passed between the processors. There are several types of 

messages: 

A *-message bearing the current time is originally 

generated by the root-co-ordinator and will proceed 

downward until it gets to the imminent simulator. Figure 8 

shows the general message structur.e used in DEVS-Scheme. 
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MESSAGE 

source time content 

~ 
port value 

Figure 8. General Message structure Used in DEVS-Scheme 
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The imminent simulator, when it receives the *

message first applies the output function and then the 

internal transition function of its devs-component(the 

associated atomic model) to its state. The output function 

returns a pair (output-port, value). Adding source and 

time, this becomes a y-message as it is sent to the parent 

of the inuninent simulator. The parent, a coupled model, 

finds the influencees of the source of the message from the 

coupling specifications. If the influencees are lower 

level entities then the message is reformatted as an x

message and is sent down to its destination. If the 

influencees are higher level entities then the message 

remains as a y-message with its new source and it is sent 

to the immediate parent. It is also possible that some 

messages are destined to both higher and lower level 

destinations. This routing mechanism continues at diferent 

levels of the model structure hierarchy until the message 

finds its way to all its intended destinations. 

When an x-message arrives at a simulator as its 

final destination, it causes the external transition 

function of the simulator's devs-component be applied to 

the state of this devs-component. There cannot be a y

message immediately following an x-message. The completion 

of handling of both a *-message and an x-message are 

signaled to the parent by done messages. Al though the 
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usage of done messages is not str ictly necessary in the 

current simulation environment, it makes the implementation 

completely general and portable to distributed simulation 

environments. 

When eventually the root-co-ordinator receives a 

done message from its child (the co-ordinator of the 

outermost coupled model), it returns a *-message to it 

bear ing its time of the next event. This restarts the 

whole simulation process, since the *-message will again be 

transmitted down the imminent path to the imminent 

simulator. This will result in an upward wave of y-

messages, a downward wave of x-messages, and an upward wave 

of done messages, the last of which, transmi t ted to the 

root-co-ordinator ini tiates the next round of simulation 

(processing of the next internal event). 

Simulators and co-ordinators are created upon 

creation of their corresponding atomic models and coupled 

models, respectively. After the composition of the target 

model, a root-co-ordinator is linked to the model to manage 

the simulation. The atomic models can be initialized to 

their initial states and the simulation can be started. 

The Implementation 

The practical value of modelling and simulation is 

to replicate the behavior of the system being modelled. 

The behavior of the system is reproduced in a symbol space 
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by the model and must be interpreted to be useful. 

Traditionally, behavioral data gathered from 

experimentation with the model is analyzed using 

statistical methods (Fishman, 1978). More recently, data 

is also used to establish causal relations between various 

parts of the model under study (Reddy, Fox and Husain 

1986). In this work, we propose that the data about the 

model behavior be used for automatic simplification of the 

model. Therefore, the implementation must facili tate the 

observation of the model behavior and generation of the 

simplified version of the model from this observation data. 

The implementation is realized in DEVS-Scheme 

environment. Two new classes are added to the environment, 

the class observers and the class code-generator. The 

class observers is further specialized into two subclasses 

coupled-model-observers and atomic-madel-observers. The 

observers observe and store the model behavior at various 

points in the model structure hierarchy and a code

generator handles generation of the lumped model code from 

the observation data. 

In our implementation, a canonical form for DEVS 

models constitutes the basis for the lumped model code. 

This canonical form states the phase transitions of a DEVS 

model explicitly. Figure 9 shows the canonical form and 

Figure 10 shows the corresponding general form of the 



when receive an input on port P! 

if phase is phase! 
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if condition! then next phase is phase! and sigma = tl 
if condition2 then next phase is phase2 and sigma = t2 

if phase is phase2 . . . . 

Figure 9. Canonical form for DEVS models 

(define (name sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

) ) 

('Port! (case (state-phase s) 
('Phase! (condition! 

(condition! 

);case 

. . . 

(hold-in 'Phase! tl» 
(hold-in 'Phase2 t2» 

Figure 10. External Transition Function Form of the 
Lumped Models 
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lumped model external transi tion function code in DEVS

Scheme. 

In Figure 10, a condition for a phase transition 

includes a check for the elapsed time value in the case of 

external transitions and a probabili ty value showing the 

frequency of such transitions during the experimentation. 

In our approach to automatic model simplification, 

an external transi tion is based on the port on which the 

external message arrives, the current phase of the model at 

the time of external event, elapsed time between the last 

event time and time of the external message arrival and a 

probability value derived from the observations. The 

probability value for a transition is always greater than 

zero and differs from one when there is a non-unique 

possibility for the transition. In Figure 10, the general 

form of the lumped models generated in DEVS-Scheme, 

"(content-port x)" and "(state-phase s)" are functions that 

return the port that the message x has arrived on and the 

phase portion of the state of the lumped model, 

respecti vely. The function "( hold-in 'PI tl)" sets the 

state var iable sigma which is used in the time advance 

function of the lumped model. The reduction of the states, 

when going from the or iginal model to the lumped model, 

might result in non-unique values for the sigma value of 

the same phase transition in the lumped model. When there 
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is more than one sigma value for the same transi tion we 

simply use their average in the lumped model, though there 

might be other ways to calculate this sigma value. 

An internal transition of the lumped model, on the 

other hand, also has the same form as its external 

transition does except that it does not depend on the port 

and the elapsed time (Figure 11). 

The output function form for the lumped models 

generated is shown in Figure 12. The phases and outputs 

are matched from the observation data. Again, the state 

reduction might cause non-unique output values for a phase. 

In that case, a probability value is assigned to each 

output value. 

In the implementation of the extended approach to 

automatic model simplification, the forms of the lumped 

model characteristic functions need to be slightly 

adjusted. The external transi tion function of a lumped 

model, for example, must be able to base its transitions on 

the content of the input message as well as the input port 

on which the message arrives. To provide the complete 

compatibility between the original model's external 

transition function and its lumped version's external 

transition function, the lumped model also needs to use the 

same input mapping function as the original model does for 



(define (name s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

» 

('Phasel (conditionl (hold-in 'Phasel tl» 
(condition2 (hold-in 'Phase2 t2» 

. . . 
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Figure 11. Internal Transition Function Form of the 
Lumped Models 

(define (name s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

('Phasel (make-content 'port output-port 
'val message-content») ... 

» 

Figure 12. Output Function Form of the Lumped Models 
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This facilitates the interchangeability of the 

original model and its lumped versions. 

Another change in the lumped model function form is 

due to the need to keep some state variables along with the 

phase information in the lumped models generated. 

Therefore, external transition, internal transition and 

output function forms of the lumped model must be modified 

accordingly. An output function must also be concerned 

with the message values, not only with their ports. The 

usage of the output mapping function in the extended 

approach makes this practical by reducing the range of the 

output value set. We only show the new external transition 

function form for the extended approach in Figure 13, as 

internal transi tion and output function forms will be 

apparent from this example. 

In this new form, II (mapinput x)" returns a pair 

(port, value). When an external event x occurs, this 

function reduces the range of the input x exactly the same 

as it is done in the original model when the data is 

gathered for lumping. Extending the port slot into a pair 

(port, value) provides a convenient implementation of 

lumped model construction. 

The phase value is also modified to include the 

values of the other state variables that are kept in the 

lumped model. These variables would be the ones that the 



(define (name sex) 
(case (mapinput x) 

('(port, value) 

) ) 
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(case (state-phase s) 
('(Phase, vars) (condition •• 

Figure 13. The Extended External Transition Function Form 
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modeller specifies to remain in the lumped model by using 

the state mapping function. Modification of phase to 

include these variables has the desired effect on the 

behavior of the lumped model. 

Figure l4a shows the functions that must be 

specified to create a DEVS model in DEVS-Scheme 

environment. Figure l4b shows the addi tional functions 

that can be specified for the purpose of lumping. 

In Figure l4b, the first line provides a definition 

of the input mapping function and sends it to the model to 

be used as described before. If this function were not 

specif ied, the defaul t would be substituted in its place 

and it would return only a port value. Note that the 

actual text of the function is sent to the model. The text 

of the function will be needed by the lumped model. 

The second line in Figure l4b is the definition of 

the state mapping function. This is used to simplify the 

range of some state variables, to drop some other state 

variables and to keep the rest with their original ranges. 

The expected return value form from this function is 

"(phase, (varl, var2, •• »" where varl, var2, etc. refer to 

the values of the state variables to be kept in the lumped 

model. The value returned by the default, in case this 

function has not been specified by the modeller, is phase. 

Finally, the third line in Figure l4b specifies a function 



(define (ext-transition sex) ••• ) 

(define (int-transition s) ••• ) 

(define (output-function s) ••• ) 

(define (time-advance-function s) ••• ) 

Figure l4a. The Functions That Must be Specified 
to Create an Atomic Model in DEVS-Scheme 
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(send model set-mapinput '(define (input-reduction x) . . . ) ) 
(define (state-reduction s) ••• ) 

(define (output-reduction s) ••• ) 

Figure 14b. The Functions that Can be Specified for 
Lumping an Atomic Model in DEVS-Scheme 
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to reduce the output value set range for lumping. The 

expected value of this function is a pair "(port, value)". 

The default function used for this purpose returns only the 

output port on which the message is sent out. 

An automatic simplification process starts with the 

definition of the characteristic functions for each DEVS 

atomic model (Figure 14a) and the mapping functions to 

reduce the ranges of the atomic model's characteristic sets 

for 1umping(Figure 14b). After the experimentation, a 

utility function "(lump model •• )" is used to generate the 

code for the lumped model. Coupled models, at any level of 

the model structure hierarchy can also be lumped. After 

lumping, a coupled model is reduced to an atomic model 

whose state set is a cross-product of its components' state 

sets (see chapter 1). The state transition definition for 

a coupled model will be clearer as we descr ibe our 

implementation in more detail. 

Our implementation consists of two layers. The 

lower layer observes the model behavior and provides the 

data to the higher layer which uses this observation data 

to generate the code for a lumped version of the model. 

Next, we shall describe these two layers in more detail. 

Model Behavior Observation 

The observation of the model behavior is managed by 

the class observers. Two kinds of observers are used, 
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coupled model observers and atomic model observers. The 

observers constitute a background structure parallel to the 

hierarchy of the model's structure. That is every 

processor is assigned its own observer and observers are 

related in the same way their corresponding processors are 

related. If two processors, for example, have a parent

child relation, so do their observer components. The 

variable ot·server component attached to each processor 

points to its associated observer. 

Every observer keeps two lists for observation: one 

is for state transitions, transition list, and the other is 

for outputs, output list. Each element of the output list 

is a triple containing the state at which the output is 

generated, the port the output was sent on and the value of 

the output. Each element of the transition list contains 

the cause port and the (reduced) value of the external 

message causing the transition, the current phase 

containing the model phase and the values of the other 

state variables at the time of transition, the elapsed time 

at the current phase, the time left value at the current 

phase, the next phase containing the next phase that the 

model is going to be in after transition and the values of 

the other state variables after transition, and a time left 

value for this next phase. All input values, states and 

output values are mapped to their lumped images before they 
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are put into the lists of the observer components. Figures 

15a, ISb and 15c show the elements of the output list and 

of the transition list. 

Atomic Model Observer. At a simulator a transition 

starts with the arrival of an x-message(external 

transi tion) or *-message (internal transition). If the 

message that arrives is a *-message, the simulator applies 

the output function of its devs-component to the state of 

that component. The returned value is an output message 

with a port and a value. Before reformatting this message 

as a y-message and sending it up to its parent, the 

simulator applies the output mapping function defined by 

the modeller to this message. The output mapping function 

returns a simplified image of the message which is sent to 

the observer component of the simulator to be recorded. 

The original message is then reformatted by the simulator 

and is sent to its parent as a y-message. 

If the message arrived starting the transition is 

an x-message then there would be no output value that could 

be generated by the model. Therefore, the output function 

of the model is not applied to its state. The next step in 

both the case of *-message and of x-message is to secure 

the current state of the model including elapsed time and 

time left values. The simulator then applies the 

external(x-message case) or internal(*-message case) 



-port 
state output-msg 

-value 

Figure ISa) An Element of the Output List 

-port -e 
x-msg current-state next-state 

-value -sigma 
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-sigma 

Figure ISh) An Element of the Transition List Representing 
an External Transition 

-sigma 
current-state 

-sigma 
next-state 

Figure ISc) An Element of the Transition List Representing 
an Internal Transition 
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transition function of the atomic model to its state and 

thus, the transition is completed. After getting the new 

state(next phase) from the model the simulator applies the 

input mapping function to the external message received(in 

the case of an external transition) and the state mapping 

function to both the current and next states stored. The 

simplified values are then sent to the observer to be 

stored as observation data. 

Coupled Model Observer. The defini tion of a 

transi tion is a Ii ttle more complicated at the coupled 

model level. A coupled model has no explici tly stated 

transition or output functions as an atomic model does. It 

contains one or more atomic models, therefore, its states 

and transi tions are specified in terms of those of its 

components. The last event time for a coupled model is the 

maximum of its components I last event times and the next 

event time is the minimum of next event times of its 

components. The states of a coupled model are specified by 

the states of its components. When one component of a 

coupled model changes its state, the coupled model is 

considered to have changed its state ,too. Thus, the 

other components that have not actually changed their 

states will appear to the coupled model as if they did so. 

We call this a virtual state change as stated formally in 

chapter 1. As an example for the virtual state change 
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consider the coupled model AB in Figure 7. In our 

implementation, if this model is to be simulated and its 

behavior is to be observed, three observers would be 

attached to the model; one to the coupled model AB and one 

to each of the atomic models A and B. Suppose, at time t 

while model A is at state sA and model B is at state sa 

model B does its internal transition to sIB. For the 

observer of model AB both A and B have changed their states 

For the observer of model A no state 

change has taken place. Therefore, the observer of model A 

stores two types of data; the actual state changes for 

itself and virtual state changes along with its actual state 

changes for its parent model AB. Time left values are kept 

for both types of state changes similarly. 

Figure 16 shows a graphical representation of the 

definitions of the state transitions for both an atomic 

model and a coupled model. For the coupled model a state 

transition is the transition from the state at which an x

message or *-message is received to the state at which the 

model remains after a done-message is generated by the 

model. 

When a co-ordinator receives an x-message, it passes 

the message down to its destinations. After the processing 

of the x-message is finished by the substructure of the co

ordinator a done-message is returned to the co-
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ordinator. The co-ordinator informs its observer component 

that the message is processed and that the state 

transi tions of its children are completed. The observer 

requests all the state changes from its children including 

the virtual ones and puts that information into its 

transition list. The co-ordinator then issues a done 

message to its parent. 

A *-message that is received by a co-ordinator is 

forwarded down to the imminent child. A y-message may 

arrive at the co-ordinator from the imminent child. This 

y-message may be destined to another child or to the 

parent. If the message is destined to another child it is 

sent down to that child by the co-ordinator. If the 

message is destined to the parent of the co-ordinator, the 

message is passed up to the parent and is also sent to the 

observer component to be recorded as an output message of 

the coupled model corresponding to the co-ordinator. 

Eventually, a done-message is received by the co-ordinator 

from its substructure indicating that processing of the 

last message is finished. The co-ordinator sends a message 

to its observer component expressing tha t the s ta te 

transi tions have been completed by its substructure. The 

observer component requests the state changes from its 

children and stores the chang~s in its transition list. 

The co-ordinator can then pass a done message to its parent 
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indicating that it itself completed processing the last 

message that it received from its parent. 

The Generation of the Code for the Lumped Models 

Each observer at every level of the model structure 

hierarchy keeps two lists, one for the state transitions 

and the other for the outputs generated during 

experimentation. A code generator uses this data to 

generate the lumped model code in the form specified 

before. The code generator chops each phase into a number 

of elapsed time intervals as specified by the modeller. 

After experimentation the user simply needs to type "(lump 

model-name number-of-elapsed-time-intervals)" to activate 

the code generator on the model model-name's observation 

data. The lumped code is put into the file model-name.l to 

be used. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A LOCAL AREA NETWORK MODEL BASE 

DEVS-Scheme, built on the basis of a well defined 

formalism, sets the ground for hierarchical modular 

discrete event model development. Because of its distinct 

features, it also constitutes the basis for integrated, 

knowledge-based system design activities (Rozenblit, 1985). 

A Local Area Network (LAN) model base is presented 

in this chapter will be used to illustrate the concepts of 

automated simplification. This LAN model base is a 

simplified version of a larger one developed in the context 

of knowledge-based system design (Sevinc and Zeigler, 

1988) • The components of the LAN model base are 

implemented in DEVS-Scheme environment. The System Entity 

Structure (Zeigler, 1984b) concepts are used to organize 

the structural knowledge about the LAN domain. In this 

chapter we will first briefly review the entity structure 

based design environment and then we will illustrate the 

LAN entity structure and model base. 

Entity Structure Based Design Environment 

System entity structure is a system knowledge 

representa tion scheme. It is a semantic tree structure 
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whose nodes are related by taxonomy and decomposition. An 

entity structure represents decompositions about the design 

domain and possible variants that fit within these 

decompositions. Coupling knowledge attached to the 

decompositions suggest the ways in which components 

identified can be coupled together. 

The system enti ty structure contains a set of 

substructures each corresponding to a design model. A 

process called pruning is used to generate those 

substructures relevant to the design aims and requirements. 

DEVS-Scheme is extended to support the concepts of 

entity structure. 

pruning of entity 

Tools are available for construction and 

structures. One model construction 

process starts with loading and pruning the entity 

structure. A pruned enti ty structure contains the final 

entities in the target model and the coupling 

specifications related to th~se entities. A transformation 

procedure is used to convert the pruned structure into a 

coupled model. A transformation procedure loads the model 

base entities from a model base directory. All entities in 

the model base are atomic models and are expressed in DEVS

Scheme. These atomic models are coupled to form the model 

to be simulated by using coupling specifications attached 

to the aspects of the entity structure. The transformation 

procedure automatically assigns a simulator to each atomic 
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model and a co-ordinator to each coupled model to manage 

the simulation. A root-co-ordinator is also created and 

attached to the root of the entity structure to govern the 

simulation. Every model is assigned to a window on the 

screen. The windows report each model's status outside 

world. A simulation run is started by initializing the 

atomic models to their ini tial states. Simulation can be 

interactive or non-interactive. It can be stopped at any 

point and later can be pursued from the point it was 

interrupted. When the simulation is finished another 

pruning initiates the model construction and simulation 

cycle. The reader is referred to (Zeigler, 1986) for a 

more detailed discussion of the entity structure concepts. 

LAN Entity Structure 

The LAN entity structure presented in (Sevinc and 

Zeigler, 1988) is large and therefore hard to manipulate. 

Hence, we brought it into a more managable form by omitting 

most parts of it. The resulting simplified entity 

structure still represents an interesting number of 

possible models. 

Figure 17 shows the reduced enti ty structure and 

Figure 18 shows a model that can be extracted from this 

enti ty structure. The model is a simple bradcast model 

with an arbitrary number of nodes interconnected by a 

single channel transmission system. The enti ty structure 
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Figure 17. Simplified LAN Entity Structure 

T-SYS 

NODE2 

NODE 3 

. . • . . 

Figure 18. The Form of the Models That Can be Generated 
from the Entity Structure of Figure 17 
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of Figure 17 represents this fact by ELEMENT-DEC 

decomposition. T-SYS stands for the real entity 

transmission system and NODES represents a class of NODEs. 

The entity NODE is a typical member of the class NODES and 

its substructure is shown in Figure 19. This enti ty 

structure expresses the fact that a NODE can be one of its 

three types; CSMA/CD, CSMA and MA/CD. Each one of these 

entities is decomposed further into their components by 

decompositions CSMA/CD~DEC, CSMA-DEC and MA/CD-DEC, 

respectively. Double lines descending from CS-MOD and CD

MOD show their special types. (Sevinc and Zeigler, 1988) 

contains a more detailed discussion of these entities. 

The leaves of the LAN entity structure presented in 

this section are atomic models and reside in the model 

base. They are loaded in upon transformation of a pruned 

entity structure. Examples for atomic models implemented 

in DEVS-Scheme can be found in appendix 4. 

The entity structure itself resides in the entity 

structure base directory. It represents variety of 

possibilities unified from the appropriate literature. 

Pruned structures can also be saved in the entity structure 

base directory. Facili ties are provided for parti tioning 

an enti ty structure, pruning these parti tions seperately 

and combining these pruned structures back into one single 

entity structure. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The concepts for simplification of discrete event 

models are based on DEVS formalism and are implemented as 

an extension to the DEVS-Scheme environment. Our objective 

in this chapter is to demonstrate the validi ty of our 

approach to the automatic simplification of discrete event 

simulation models. Mainly, runtimes of the original models 

and their simplified versions are compared and the relative 

accuracy of the simplified models is measured. 

The exper iments are conducted wi th the models 

organized by the entity structure of Figures 17 and 19. 

These models simulate a class of medium access protocols 

for local computer networks. There might be various levels 

of interest in a local network simulation. One, for 

example, might be interested in observing the individual 

bits or packets going from their sources to their 

destinations. Thus, two different levels of modelling are 

implied; a set of models that can manipulate bits and form 

packets out of a sequence of bits and another set of models 

which can process only the packets. These two levels, when 

they represent the same network, are related; the latter 

being a simplification of the first by requiring fewer 
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transitions. The models operating at the bit level must be 

little more complicated than the models operating at the 

packet level as they have to process every individual bit 

and be able to form packets out of bits. 

The models that are used in our exper iments were 

designed to operate at the packet level, that is the 

smallest unit of information they recognize is a packet. A 

generator generates the packets and sends them to various 

nodes where these packets are queued with no limit on queue 

lengths. Nodes try to transmit these packets by using the 

selected medium access protocol. A transducer measures the 

number of packets transmitted without collisions and 

average turnaround time of the network. Figure 20 shows 

the entity structure of Figure 17 with the entities 

GENERATOR and TRANSDUCER added. 

Each atomic model is coded in DEVS-Scheme. In 

addition, special functions are defined as described in 

chapter 2 to reduce the ranges of input, state and output 

var iables (see appendix 5 for an example). In the lumped 

models for example, queues take the values false or true 

depending on whether they are empty or not. To reduce the 

number of possibili ties in the lumped models, the packet 

length values are mapped to the closest hundred, e.g., if 

the packet length is 364 it is mapped to 400. In some 

places some state variables are dropped and their effects 
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Figure 20. The Entity Structure Used in the Experiments 
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are randomized. 

In our experimentations the lumping took place at 

the multiple entity NODES level. The procedure below was 

followed. First, a specific model is pruned and 

transformed into a coupled model to be experimented with. 

The atomic components of this coupled model are initialized 

and the simulation is started for a certain number of state 

transitions. After the simulation the results are 

recorded, the lumping procedure described in chapter 2 is 

used to extract a lumped version of the multiple entity 

NODES. The same entity structure is repruned by making the 

multiple entity NODES an atomic model whose characteristic 

functions are specified by the lumped code generated in the 

preceding step. A transformation process follows to build 

the coupled model containing the lumped entity NODES. This 

coupled model is also run for the same number of 

transitions and under the same conditions as its original 

counterpart ran previously. The results are also recorded 

to be compared with those of the original model run. 

Since, the multiple entity NODES may contain any number of 

NODEs we repeated the above experiment for different 

numbers. The same procedure was also repeated for another 

model pruned from the entity structure of Figure 19 and 20 

(see appendix 6 for a session wi th the system). The 

results are shown in Figures 21 and 22. In Figure 21, the 
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pruned model is CSMA with CS-ONE-P and in Figure 22, it is 

CSMA-CD with CS-ONE-P and L&C. Both figures seem to agree 

on the fact that the runtime for the actual model increases 

very rapidly whereas the runtime for the lumped model 

increases very slowly as the number of NODEs in the 

multiple entity NODES grows. The behavior of the lumped 

and original models are compared by measuring the 

number of packets transmi tted without collisions in each 

case. Although the actual model is also able to measure 

the turnaround times, this knowledge is lost in the lumped 

models. The disagreement between the behavior of the 

lumped-original models is not discouraging. It seems from 

the figures that this disagreement does not strictly depend 

on the number of NODEs in the multiple entity NODES. The 

experiments are performed on an IBM PS/2 Model 50 running 

version 2.0 of the PC-Scheme. 

Throughout our research we were limited by 

processing power and available memory space. In order to 

get more meaningful results longer runs with larger models, 

i.e., more number of NODEs, are needed. As described in 

chapter 2, lumping can be done by chopping the elapsed 

times of the model states into sub-intervals. We could not 

demonstrate this point and whether it would have any effect 

on the lumped model behavior due to an insufficient number 

of events on the time axis. Another factor was the garbage 
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collection mechanism employed by the PC-Scheme environment. 

The runtime for the same experiment kept changing due to 

garbage collection. Before each exper iment, the machine 

was rebooted to reduce the effect of garbage collection on 

runtime. 

Summary and Future Research 

This research was stimulated by the fact that 

simplification is a major part of modelling and simulation. 

We investigated the ways to generate simplified versions of 

discrete event simulation models. DEVS formalism guided 

our intui tion and effort throughout this research. DEVS

Scheme, one implementation of DEVS formalism, was 

illustrated. The DEVS-Scheme is extended to facilitate the 

automatic generation of the simplified models from their 

more complicated versions. A local area network enti ty 

structure and the corresponding model base were presented 

and used for the exper iments we conducted. We find our 

results encouraging, though there is still room for 

improvement. For example, an important thing that our 

approach lacks is the abili ty . to group the states of the 

lumped model. This may require a certain degree of 

intelligence and would make the lumped model code shorter. 

Another subject worth to explore is the role of pseudo 

random number generator used in our experiments. We hope 

to extend our research towards such directions in the 
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future with the availability of more powerful computational 

facilities. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE DEFINITION OF A SEGMENT 

Let 

T be the time base 

Z be input, state or output set of a model. 

A segment over Z and T is a map wI from an interval 

of T to Z that is, for <to, tl> -> Z. 

lw may be undefined at some points. 



APPENDIX 2 

THE DEFINITION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FRAME 

An experimental frame is a structure: 

<T, I, C, 0, nI' net SU> 

T is a time base 

I is a set of variables, the input variables 
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C is a set of var iables, the run control 

variables 

o is a set of variables, the output variables 

nI is a set of segments, the admissable input 

segments 

nc is a set of segments, the admissable control 

segments 

SU is a set of summary mappings 

subject to the constraints: 

0I is a subset of all time segments over the 

crossproduct of the input variable ranges 

nC is a subset of all time segments over the 

crossproduct of the run control variables 

The summary mappings have as domain the I/O data 

space defined by the frame where data space is 

DE={(W, J.l.} I W D nI' J.l. D (Y, T)l, dom(w)=dom(J.l.)} 

IAII possible output segments 



Generator: 

G = <S, re¢, ta, Y, ~> 

Acceptor: 

A = <X, S, reext, qO, F> 

where X, Sand reext have the usual meanings and 

qO, the initial state 

F, the set of accepting states 

are subject to constraints: 

qO D Q 

and 
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F is a subset of Q(where Q is the total 

state set)2 

Transducer: 

T = <X, S, reext, Y, ~, qO> 

where qO is the initial state. 

2Total state set Q = {(s, e) Is D S, 0 <= e <= ta(s)} 



APPENDIX 3 

PSEUDO CODE DESCRIPTION OF THE HIERARCHICAL SIMULATOR 

Simulator 

when receive input-message on port * 
if input-message. time = time-of-next-event then 

make ext-message with source = devs-component 
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time = input-message. time 

content = devs-component.output? 

send ext-message to port y (parent processor) 

call devs-component.int-transition 

time-of-Iast-event = input-message. time 

time-of-next-event = time-of-last-event + 

devs-component.time-advancefn 

make done-message with source = devs-component 

time = time-of-next-event 

send done-message to port done (parent processor) 

passivate 

else 

"error: time of * message not equal to time-of-next

event" 

endif: 



when receive input-message on port x 

if time-of-Iast-event <= input-message. time and 

input-message. time <= time-of-next-event then 

e := input-message. time - time-of-Iast-event 
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call devs-component.ext-transition(e, input

message. content) 

time-of-Iast-event = input-message. time 

time-of-next-event := time-of-Iast-event + 

devs-component.time-advancefn 

make done-message with source = devs-component 

time = time-of-next-event 

send done-message to port done (parent processor) 

passivate 

else 

"error: time of ext-message not in proper bounds" 

endif 

Co-ordinator 

when receive input-message on port * 
if input-message. time = time-of-next-event then 

timeof-Iast-event = input-message. time 

make *-message with source = devs-component 

time = input-message. time 

wait-list := {*-child} 

send *-message to port * (child processor) 



else 

"error: time of * message not equal to time-of-next 

event" 

endif 

when receive input-message on port y 

*-child.port := input-message.content.port 
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if there is a pair (*-child.port, parent.port) in the 

external output coupling from *-child to devs-component 

then 

make ext-message with source = devs-component 

content.port = parent.port 

time = input-message. time 

send ext-message to port y (parent processor) 

outport := input-message.content.port 

DESTINATIONS := devs-component.get-influencees(*-child, 

outport) 

for each child in DESTINATIONS 

if there is a pair (outport, child.inport) in the 

internal coupling of devs-component from *-child 

to child 

then 

insert child in wait-list 



for each child in wait-list (other than *-child) 

make ext-message with source = devs-component 

content.port = child.inport 

content.value = input

message.content.value 

time = input-message. time 

send ext-message to port x (child processor) 

passivate 

when receive input-message on port done 

child := input-message. source 

remove child from wait-list 
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set child.time-of-next-event in tN-children to input

message. time 

if empty(wait-list) then 

*-child := SELECT (IMMINENT (tN-children» 

time-of-next-event := min (tN-children) 

make done-message with source = devs-component 

time = time-of-next-event 

send done-message to port done (parent processor) 

passivate 
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when receive input-message on port x 

if time-of-Iast-event <= input-message. time and 

input-message. time <= time-of-next-event then 

time-of-Iast-event := input-message. time 

parent.port := input-message.content.port 

DESTINATIONS : = call devs-component. get-

receivers(parent.port) 

for each child in DESTINATIONS 

if there is a pair (parent.port, child.port) in 

the external input coupling from devs

component to child 

then insert child in wait-list 

for each child in wait-list 

make ext-message with source = input-message. time 

content.port = child.port 

content-value = input

message.content.value 

time = input-message. time 

send ext-message to port x (child processor) 

passivate 

else 

"error: time of ext-message not in proper bounds" 



Root-co-ordinator 

when receive input message on port done 

H: hold (timer-interval) 

if input-message. time < infinity then 

clock := input-message. time 

display clock 
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make *-message with time = input-message. time 

source = this root-co-

ordinator.name 

send *-message to port * (child processor) 

else 

passivate 

when receive input-message on port y 

display input-message.content 

passivate 

when receive interruption on any key in phase H 

stop 
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APPENDIX 4 

ATOMIC MODEL EXAMPLES IMPLEMENTED IN DEVS SCHEME 

This appendix presents the DEVS-Scheme codes for 

the entities CS-ONE-P and CS-SE. A detailed explanation of 

DEVS-Scheme can be found in (Zeigler, 1986). 

cs-one-p 

This module, once it receives a request for it, 

continously checks whether the transmission system is 

available or not. It does so by sending a message to the 

transmission system on port check-carrier. When the 

transmission system is idle it sends a message back saying 

that it is available. Finally, cs-one-p sends a message to 

the module, which made the request at the beginning, on 

port start-transmission meaning that the transmission 

system is available now. 

;create an atomic model with the name cs-one-p 
(make-pair atomic-models 'cs-one-p) 

;initialize the state variables 
(send cs-one-p set-s (make-state 'sigma 'inf 

'phase 'idle 
) ) 

;external transition function 
(define (ext-one-p sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

('check-carrier (hold-in 'send-cheek-carrier 0» 
('channel-available (if (and (content-value x) 



» 

(equal? (state-phase s) 'waituntil) 
) 
(hold-in 'start-transmission 0) 
(continue) 

) ) 
(else (continue» 

;internal transition function 
(define (int-one-p s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

» 

('send-cheek-carrier (hold-in 'waituntil 'inf» 
('start-transmission (hold-in 'idle 'inf» 
('waituntil (BKPT "error in internal transition" s» 
('idle (BKPT "error in internal transition" s» 

;output function 
(define (out-one-p s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

» 

('send-cheek-carrier (make-content 'port 
'carrier-check 'value #!true» 

('start-transmission (make-content 'port 
'start-transmission value #!true» 

(else (make-content 'port 'dum» 

cs-se 
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This module is responsible for the transmission of 

the packets. To do so, it sends a request out for carrier 

check (request is routed to the appropriate cs-mod by the 

system) • When it receives an input on port channel-avail 

meaning that the channel is idle, it starts transmitting a 

packet. 



;make an atomic model with name cs-se 
(make-pair atomic-models 'cs-se) 

;define the state variables for atomic model cs-se 
(send cs-se def-state '(id 

queue 
channe1-seems-id1e 
min-packet-1ength 
max-packet-1ength 
co11ision-occured 
packet-gap 

) ) 

;initia1ize the state variables 
(send cs-se set-s 

(make-state 'sigma 'inf 
'phase 'idle 
lid 0 

) ) 

'queue #!fa1se 
'channe1-seems-idle #!fa1se 
'min-packet-1ength 100 
'max-packet-1ength 1000 
'co11ision-occured #!fa1se 
'packet-gap 3 

;externa1 transition function 
(define (ext-cs-se sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

('packet-in (cond 
«not (equal? (state-id s) (car 

(content-value x»» 
(continue) 

) 
«not (state-queue s»;empty queue 

(set! (state-queue s) 

100 

(cons '(,(+ (state-min-packet-1ength s) 
(random 

(state-max-packet-length s» 
) 

» 

, (state-id s) 
,(cadr (content-value x» 

) 
(state-queue s) 

(set! (state-channe1-seems-id1e s) 
#!fa1se) 
(hold-in 'check-carrier 0) 



») 

) 
(#!true (set! (state-queue s) 

(reverse 
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(cons '(,(+ (state-min-packet-length s) 
(random 

(state-max-packet-length s» 

) 

» ) 

) 
,(state-id s) 
,(cadr (content-value x» 

) 
(reverse (state-queue s» 

(continue) 

) ):cond 
('collision-occured (set! 

(state-collision-occured s) #!true) 
(continue) 

) 
('channel-avail (set! (state-channel-seems-idle s) 

(content-value x» 
(if (equal? 

(state-phase s) 
'waituntil) 

(hold-in 'send-out 0) 
(continue» 

:internal transition function 
(define (int-cs-se s) 

(case (state-phase s) 
('check-carrier (if (state-channel-seems-idle s) 

(hold-in 'send-out 0) 
(hold-in 'waituntil 'inf) 

) ) 
('send-out (set! (state-collision-occured s) #!false) 

(hold-in 'transmitting (caar (state-queue s»» 
('waituntil (BKPT "error in internal transition" s» 
('idle (BKPT "error in internal transition" s» 
('transmitting (set! (state-queue s) 

(cdr (state-queue s») 
(set! (state-channel-seems-idle s) Ie»~ 
(if (state-queue s) 

(hold-in 'packet-gap (state-packet-gap s» 



) ) 

(hold-in 'idle 'inf») 
('packet-gap (hold-in 'check-carrier 0» 
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;output function 
(define (out-cs-se s) 

) ) 

(case (state-phase s) 
('check-carrier 

(make-content 'port 'check-carrier 
'value #!true» 

('send-out 
(make-content 'port 'packet-out 

'value (caar (state-queue 
s) ) ) ) 

('transmitting 
(if (state-co11ision-occured s) 

(make-content 

) ) ) ) 

'port 'collided 
'value (car (state-queue s») 

(make-content 'port 'succesfu1 
'value (car (state-queue s) 

(else (make-content 'port 'dum» 
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APPENDIX 5 

EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONS RELATED TO LUMPING 

In this appendix, we present the lumping related 

functions specified for the entity cs-se. 

;input mapping function 
(send cs-se set-mapinput 

'(define (cs-inp-map x) 
(case (content-port x) 

) ) ) 

('packet-in '(,(content-port x) 
,(car (content-value x» 

) ) 
(else '(,(content-port x) 

,(content-value x») 

;state mapping function 
(define (cs-s-map s) 

'(,(state-phase s) 
(,(state-channel-seems-idle s) 

, (state-collision-occured s) 

) ) 

,(if (state-queue s) #!true #!false) 
,(state-id s) 

;output mapping function 
(define (cs-out-map y) 

(case (content-port y) 
( 'packet-out 

'(,(content-port y) 
,(if (>= (remainder (content-value y) 100) 

50) 

) ) 

(* (1+ (quotient (content-value y) 
100) ) 

100) 
(* (quotient (content-value y) 100) 

100) 



) 
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('collided '(,(content-port y) 
(,(if (>= (remainder 

) 

50) 

(car (content-value y» 
100) 

(* (1+ (quotient 

100) 

(car (content-value y» 
100» 

(* (quotient 

100) 

(car (content-value y» 
100) 

,(list-ref (content-value y) 1) 
o 

) ) ) 
('succesful '(,(content-port y) 

(,(if (>= (remainder 

) » 

) 

50) 

(car (content-value y» 
100) 

(* (1+ (quotient 

100) 

(car (content-value y» 
100» 

(* (quotient 

100) 

(car (content-value y» 
100) 

,(list-ref (content-value y) 1) 
o 

(else '(,(content-port y) ,(content-value y») 
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APPENDIX 6 

A SESSION WITH DEVS-SCHEME 

This appendix presents a session with DEVS-Scheme 

environment. We illustrate the major steps in obtaining a 

point in figure 2la and 2lb. The same procedure is used to 

prepare the figures 22a and 22b. . Comments are boldfaced 

and the format of the session is edited. 

Print the LAN entity structure in text format 
[ 1] (PE E: SN ) 
-ENT : SN 
--ASP : ELEMENT-DEC ,coupling-> 

«NODES TRANSDUCER (COLLIDED. COLLIDED» 
(NODES TRANSDUCER (SUCCESFUL • SUCCESFUL» 
(GEN NODES (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-IN» 
(NODES T-SYS (STOP-TRANSMISSION 

STOP-TRANSMISSION» 
(NODES T-SYS (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-IN» 
(NODES T-SYS (CARRIER-CHECK. CARRIER-CHECK» 
(T-SYS NODES (COLLISION. COLLISION» 
(T-SYS NODES (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE 

CHANNEL-AVAILABLE») 
---ENT T-SYS 
---ENT GEN 
---ENT TRANSDUCER 
---ENT NODES 
----ASP : NODES-MULT-ASP 

-----ENT : NODE 

mult-coup-type -> UNDEFINED 
num-mult-children -> () 
coupling -> () 

------SPEC : ACC-SPEC 
-------ENT : CSMA-CD 
--------ASP : CSMA-CD-DEC ,coupling-> 

«CS-MOD CSMA-CD (CARRIER-CHECK. 
CARRIER-CHECK» 

(CS-CD@SE CSMA-CD (STOP-TRANSMISSION 
STOP-TRANSMISSION» 

(CS-CD@SE CSMA-CD (PACKET-OUT 
PACKET-OUT) ) 

(CS-CD@SE CSMA-CD (SUCCESFUL • 
SUCCESFUL) ) 
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(CSMA-CD CD-MOD (COLLISION. COLLISION)} 
(CSMA-CD CS-MOD (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE 

CHANNEL-AVAILABLE)} 
(CSMA-CD CS-CD@SE (PACKET-IN. PACKET-IN)} 
(CS-MOD CS-CD@SE (START-TRANSMISSION 

CHANNEL-AVAIL}) 
(CD-MOD CS-CD@SE (COL-DETECTED 

COLLISION-OCCURED)} 
(CS-CD@SE CS-MOD (CHECK-CARRIER • 

CHECK-CARRIER)} 
(CS-CD@SE CD-MOD (CHECK-COLLISION 

CHECK-COLLISION}}) 
---------ENT : CS-MOD 
----------SPEC CS-SPEC 
-----------ENT : CS-ONE-P 
-----------ENT : CS-PP 
-----------ENT : CS-NON-P 
---------ENT : CS-CD@SE 
---------ENT : CD-MOD 
----------SPEC : CD-SPEC 
-----------ENT : L&C 
-----------ENT : ERR-CHCK 
-------ENT : CSMA 
--------ASP : CSMA-DEC ,coupling-> 

«CSMA CS-MOD (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE. 
CHANNEL-AVAILABLE)} 

(CSMA CS-SE (PACKET-IN. PACKET-IN)} 
(CSMA CS-SE (COLLISION 

COLLISION-OCCURED}) 
(CS-SE CSMA (SUCCESFUL . SUCCESFUL)} 
(CS-SE CSMA (COLLIDED. COLLIDED)} 
(CS-SE CSMA (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-OUT)} 
(CS-MOD CSMA (CARRIER-CHECK • 

CARRIER-CHECK)} 
(CS-MOD CS-SE (START-TRANSMISSION 

CHANNEL-AVAIL)} 
(CS-SE CS-MOD (CHECK-CARRIER 

CHECK-CARRIER)}} 
---------ENT : CS-MOD 
----------SPEC CS-SPEC 
-----------ENT : CS-ONE-P 
-----------ENT : CS-PP 
-----------ENT : CS-NON-P 
---------ENT : CS-SE 
-------ENT : MA-CD 
--------ASP : MA-CD-DEC 

«CD-SE 
(CD-SE 

,coupling -> 
MA-CD (SUCCESFUL • SUCCESFUL)} 
MA-CD (STOP-TRANSMISSION. 

STOP-TRANSMISSION}) 



(CD-SE MA-CD (PACKET-OUT • 
PACKET-OUT» 

(MA-CD CD-SE (PACKET-IN. PACKET-IN» 
(MA-CD CD-MOD (COLLISION. COLLISION» 
(CD-MOD CD-SE (COL-DETECTED. 

COLLISION-OCCURED» 
(CD-SE CD-MOD (CHECK-COLLISION • 

CHECK-COLLISION») 
---------ENT : CD-MOD 
----------SPEC : CD-SPEC 
-----------ENT : L&C 
-----------ENT : ERR-CHCK 
---------ENT : CD-SE 
end of display 
( ) 
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Prune an entity structure from the above entity structure 
to experiment with 
[2] (PRUNE E:SN) 
give extension for.pruned-entstr name: P3 
Do you want to save an original entstr in a file? (yin) N 

select starting entity from the following: 

SN 

(CS-NON-P CS-PP CS-ONE-P ERR-CHCK L&C CS-CD@SE 
CS-SE CS-MOD CD-SE CD-MOD MA-CD CSMA CSMA-CD NOD~ 
NODES TRANSDUCER GEN T-SYS SN) 

working from entity SN 
make this a leaf? (yin) 
N 
select an aspect from the following: (ELEMENT-DEC) 
aspect ELEMENT-DEC selected 
working from entity T-SYS 
working from entity GEN 
working from entity TRANSDUCER 
working from entity NODES 
make this a leaf? (yin) 
N 
select an aspect from the following: (NODES-MULT-ASP) 
aspect NODES-MULT-ASP selected 
select an mult-coup-type from the following 

(BROADCAST HYPERCUBE CELLULAR) 
BROADCAST 
give number of mult-children 
3 
working from entity NODE 
select a specialization from the following: (ACC-SPEC) 
specialization ACC-SPEC is selected 
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select an entity from the following: (CSMA-CD CSMA MA-CD) 
CSMA 
entity CSMA from specialization ACC-SPEC selected 
select an aspect from the following: (CSMA-DEC) 
aspect CSMA-DEC selected 
working from entity CS-MOD 
select a specialization from the following: (CS-SPEC) 
specialization CS-SPEC is selected 
select an entity from the following: 

(CS-ONE-P CS-PP CS-NON-P) 
CS-ONE-P 
entity CS-ONE-P from specialization CS-SPEC selected 
working from entity CS-SE 

Pruned entstr P:sn-p3 made. 

Print the entity structure (P:SN-P3) just extracted 
[3] (PE P:SN-P3) 
-ENT : SN 
--ASP : ELEMENT-DEC ,coupling-> 

---ENT : T-SYS 
---ENT : GEN 

«NODES TRANSDUCER (COLLIDED. COLLIDED» 
(NODES TRANSDUCER (SUCCESFUL . SUCCESFUL» 
(GEN NODES (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-IN» 
(NODES T-SYS (STOP-TRANSMISSION • 

STOP-TRANSMISSION» 
(NODES T-SYS (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-IN» 
(NODES T-SYS (CARRIER-CHECK • 

CARRIER-CHECK» 
(T-SYS NODES (COLLISION. COLLISION» 
(T-SYS NODES (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE • 

CHANNEL-AVAILABLE») 

---ENT : TRANSDUCER 
---ENT : NODES 
----ASP NODES-MULT-ASP ,mult-coup-type -> BROADCAST 

-----ENT : CSMA 

,num-mult-children -> 3 
,coupling -> () 

------ASP : CSMA-DEC ,coupling -> 
«CSMA CS-ONE-P (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE • 

CHANNEL-AVAILABLE» 
(CSMA CS-SE (PACKET-IN. PACKET-IN» 
(CSMA CS-SE (COLLISION . 

COLLISION-OCCURED» 
(CS-SE CSMA (SUCCESFUL • SUCCESFUL» 
(CS-SE CSMA (COLLIDED. COLLIDED» 
(CS-SE CSMA (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-OUT» 
(CS-ONE-P CSMA (CARRIER-CHECK • 

CARRIER-CHECK» 



(CS-ONE-P CS-SE (START-TRANSMISSION • 
CHANNEL-AVAIL» 

(CS-SE CS-ONE-P (CHECK-CARRIER • 
CHECK-CARRIER») 

-------ENT : CS-ONE-P 
-------ENT : CS-SE 
end of display 
() 
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Transform the entity structure P:SN-P3 into a coupled model 
[4] (TRANSFORM P:SN-P3) 

transformation is done 
· . 
Attach observers to the processors 
[5] (ATTACH-OBSERVERS SN) 
#!TRUE 

Set all the atomic models to their initial states 
· . 
start the simulation 
[ 6 ] (RES R: SN) 

simulation is conducted 
· . 
When the number of transitions left is zero 
[BKPT encountered!] ***runtime**(I/lOO)seconds***** 
436943 ;Runtime of th~ simulation in (1/IOO)seconds. 

This time is measured from the time the first 
*-message is generated to the time the simulation 
is stoppE!d. Runtime shows how long the simulation 
lasts. 

about 72 minutes 
72 minutes is marked on Figure 2la as the runtime of the 
original model with 3 nodes in it. 
[Inspect] Quit 
Number of packets transmi tted without any collisions 
throughout simulation 
[7] (state-good-jobs (send transducer get-s» 
8 
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Now, we will present the kind of data gathered by the 
observers. The data gathered is used for lumping. 
Notice that there are 3 nodes and therefore 3 cs-se modules 
(cs-seO, cs-sel and cs-se2), all identical in terms of 
their simulation code. 

Show the output data gathered for atomic model cs-seO 
[8] (pp (send (send s:cs-seO get-observer-comp) 

get-output-list» 
( 

«TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE () #!TRUE O»istate of the model 
SUCCESFUL ioutput port on which the message is sent out 
(200 0 0) ;value of the output message 
5435 ;time (not used in lumping) 

) 
«SEND-OUT (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE O)} 

PACKET-OUT 
200 
5245 

} 
«CHECK-CARRIER «) #!TRUE #!TRUE O)} 

CHECK-CARRIER 
#!TRUE 
4675 

} .... 
} 

State transition data gathered for the model cs-seO 
[9] (pp (send (send s:cs-seO get-observer-comp) 

get-transition-list» 
«(IDLE «) () () 0» ;the model was at this state 

(IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0» ;the transition is made to this 
state 

(COLLISION-OCCURED #!TRUE) ;cause of the transition was 
an external message arrived 
on port COLLISION-OCCURED 
with a value ,!TRUE 

223 ;elapsed time 
INF itime left value (not used for lumping) 
INF ielapsed time + time left value 
INF)itime advance value for the next state 

«IDLE «) () () 0» 
(IDLE «) () () 0» 
(PACKET-IN 2) 
582 
INF 
INF 
INF) 

«TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE () #!TRUE 0» 

---- ----- .----



(IDLE «) () () 0» 
( ) 
133 
o 
133 
INF) . . . 

) 

III 

Output data gathered for coupled model NODES. NODES is a 
multiple entity and it contains 3 NODEs in this example. 
[10] (pp (send (send c: Ibr-NODEsl get-observer-comp) 

get-output-list» 
««(IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 

«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE #lTRUE #lTRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0»» 

) 

COLLIDED 
(200 2 O) 
6488) 

««IDLE) (SEND-OUT (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 
«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE () #!TRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) () () 0»» 

PACKET-OUT 
200 
6240) 

««START-TRANSMISSION) 
(WAITUNTIL «) #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 

«IDLE) (SEND-OUT (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 1») 
« IDLE) (IDLE «) () () 0»» 

PACKET-OUT 
400 
6240) 

State transition data gathered for coupled model NODES: 
[11] (pp (send (send c: I br-NODES I get-observer-comp) 

get-transition-list» 
««(IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 

«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #lTRUE #!TRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0»» 

«(IDLE) (PACKET-GAP «) #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 
«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0»» 

() iTransition was a result of an internal event 
243 
o 
243 
10) 

««IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 

--_. _. -. _ .. - . 



«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0»» 

«(IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#lTRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 
«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 1») 
«IDLE) (IDLE «) #!TRUE () 0»» 

(CHANNEL-AVAILABLE (» 
5 
243 
248 
243) 

««IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE () #!TRUE 2») 
«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE () #!TRUE 1») 
( ( IDLE) (IDLE «) () () 0»» 

«(IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 2») 
«IDLE) (TRANSMITTING (#!TRUE #!TRUE #!TRUE 1») 
( ( IDLE) (IDLE «) #! TRUE () 0»» 

(COLLISION #!TRUE) 
o 
248 
248 
248) .... 

) 
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Generate the lumped version of the entity NODES by using 
the observation data 
[12] (LUMP 1 Ibr-NODESI) 

. . . 
The following is a portion of the lumped code generated 
(MAKE-PAIR ATOMIC-MODELS 'NODES) 

(SEND NODES 
SET-S 
(MAKE-STATE 

'SIGMA 
, INF 
'PHASE 
'IDLEIDLE2IDLEIDLEIIDLEIDLEO» 

---------- ------



External transition function of the lumped model 
(DEFINE (Ibr-NODES-extl SEX) 

(DEFINE T-PROBABILITY (RANDOM 1000» 
(CASE (CONVERT 

(APPLY (EVAL (EVAL Ibr-NODES-map-inpl» X» 
( 'PACKET-INI 
(CASE (STATE-PHASE S) 

('IDLEIDLE2IDLETRANSMITTING#!TRUE#!TRUElIDLEIDLEO 
(COND «AND (GREATER-OR-EQUAL E 0) 

(LESS-THAN E 1000000) 
(>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 
« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 

(CONTINUE»» 
('IDLEIDLE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 

(COND «AND (GREATER-OR-EQUAL E 0) 
(LESS-THAN E 1000000) 
(>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 
« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 
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(HOLD-IN 
'IDLEIDLE2IDLECHECK-CARRIER#!TRUElIDLEIDLEO 

0»»» 
( 'CHANNEL-AVAILABLE#!TRUE 

(CASE (STATE-PHASE S) 
( 'WAITUNTILWAITUNTIL#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 

Internal transition function of the lumped model 
(DEFINE (Ibr-NODES-intl S) 

(DEFINE T-PROBABILITY (RANDOM 1000» 
(CASE (STATE-PHASE S) 

( 'START-TRANSMISSIONWAITUNTIL#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 
(COND «AND (>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 

« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 
(HOLD-IN 

'IDLESEND-OUT#!TRUE#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 
0)>> ) 

{'SEND-CHECK-CARRIERWAITUNTIL#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 
(COND «AND (>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 

« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 
(HOLD-IN 

'WAITUNTILWAITUNTIL#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 
'INF»» 

( 'IDLESEND-OUT#!TRUE#!TRUE2IDLEIDLElIDLEIDLEO 
(COND «AND (>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 

. . . 
« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 

(HOLD-IN 

--------- -- ----- -



Output function of the lumped model 
{DEFINE (Ibr-NODES-outl S) 

(DEFINE T-PROBABILITY (RANDOM 1000» 
(CASE (STATE-PHASE S) 

('IDLESEND-OUT#!TRUE#!TRUE2IDLEIDLE1IDLEIDLEO 
(COND {(AND (>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 

« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 
(MAKE-CONTENT 

'PORT 
'PACKET-OUT 
'VALUE 
200» » 
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('SEND-CHECK-CARRIERWAITUNTIL#!TRUE2IDLEIDLEIIDLEIDLEO 
(COND «AND (>= T-PROBABILITY 0) 

. . . 

« T-PROBABILITY 1000» 
(MAKE-CONTENT 

'PORT 
'CARRIER-CHECK 
'VALUE 
, # ! TRUE) ) » 

The input reduction function as specified for the coupled 
model NODES 
(DEFINE Ibr-NODES-rnap-inpl 

'(DEFINE (CS-INP-MAP X) 
(CASE (CONTENT-PORT X) 

( 'PACKET-IN 

» 

'(,(CONTENT-PORT X) ,(CAR (CONTENT-VALUE X»» 
(ELSE 

'(,(CONTENT-PORT X) ,(CONTENT-VALUE X»» 

Print the entity structure in which the lumped version of 
the entity NODES will be used 
[13] (PE P:SN-Pl) 
-ENT : SN 
--ASP : ELEMENT-DEC ,coupling-> 

«NODES TRANSDUCER (COLLIDED. COLLIDED» 
(NODES TRANSDUCER (SUCCESFUL • SUCCESFUL» 
(GEN NODES (PACKET-OUT. PACKET-IN» 
(NODES T-SYS (STOP-TRANSMISSION • 

STOP-TRANSMISSION» 
(NODES T-SYS (PACKET-OUT • 

PACKET-IN) ) 
(NODES T-SYS (CARRIER-CHECK. CARRIER-CHECK» 



---ENT 
---ENT 
---ENT 
---ENT 
end of 
( ) 

(T-SYS NODES (COLLISION. COLLISION» 
(T-SYS NODES (CHANNEL-AVAILABLE • 

CHANNEL-AVAILABLE») 
: T-SYS 
: GEN 

TRANSDUCER 
NODES 

display 
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The next step is to transform the above enti ty 

structure into a coupled model. This coupled model 

contains the enti ty NODES as an atomic model whose 

characteristic functions are specified by the previously 

extracted lumped model. The simulation is conducted for 

the same number of state transitions as in the original 

model simulation. After the simulation run, the runtime is 

measured and marked on figure 2la. It is around 27 minutes 

for this case. The number of packets transmitted without 

collisions is 7 and therefore relative accuracy of the 

lumped model behavior is 90% and it also is marked on 

figure 2lb. 

---_ .. _. -. _ ... _. 
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